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My Information
 

My Purpose for Playing the Game

My Benefits for Playing the Game

My Action Plan for Playing the Game

Who will keep me accountable?

What time and place will I play?

In a word or a phrase, why you are playing the game?

Name:

Phone #:
 

Take a deep breath and ask for your Soul’s Guidance to 
answer these two questions:

What will you and/or others get because you play the game?

Note: You may find an accountability buddy in the online
community, as well as support and insight. Make sure to
connect there and introduce yourself!

100daysofmiracles.com

Journal
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You will learn to tap into your Soul’s Guidance system
to take correct actions each day. This gets you out of
your head and out of overwhelm and into the aligned,
fun actions that move your business forward.
It’s easier to attract your Ideal Clients because you are
clear on who YOU are for the marketplace.
You will experience peace of mind and relax into
achievement because you are easily doing the “right”
things on a daily basis.
Doing your inspired daily actions opens a ‘Miracle
portal’ for future fabulous results!
Your Business Chakras will balance and energize,
causing synchronicities & miracles to start to happen.
You will turn on the 3 Laws of Attraction, Activation &
Acceleration in your business. 2

What is the game?

What is in the box?

How will I benefit from playing the game?

3 Sets of Cards: Angel “Being” Cards (21), Peacock
“Energy” Cards (12), Butterfly “Chakra” Cards (14)

Pad of 100 Journal sheets

Instruction Booklet with Tally Journal

Angels, Peacocks & Butterflies, 100 Days of Miracles:
Business Edition is a transformational game designed for
business owners. It is a daily activity for fun, opening your
business chakras, connecting to your Soul’s Guidance and
fulfilling on your purpose in the world. It is an exercise in
the type of daily fun that incrementally moves you toward
a business that is aligned with your soul, aligned with the
marketplace and makes money.

The 100 Days of Miracles Game is created for you to create 
Possibilities and Miracles in your business every day!
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To Play:

Each Day:

Open book to the Journal section on page 1 and fill in 
your name. Take a deep breath and ask for your Soul’s
Guidance to answer the questions. Then go to the
Community and introduce yourself and state when you
will play the game. (You should have received the 
link to the online community via email.) Many people find
they work best with an accountability buddy. Feel free to
private message one of the other members and ask one to
be your buddy. It is ok to have more than one buddy!

Take a deep breath, Smile, and say “I open my heart to
the highest and best outcome for my business today!”
Then shuffle the cards in each deck.
Choose one card from each deck and place them face
up on the top of each deck.
Take your Journal Card and fill in today’s date and
Day# you are on the game (Write 1 for the first day).
Fill in the blanks for each of the cards you picked.
Now, say the sentence out loud that your cards made.
It is a sentence that your ‘brain’ cannot complete, you
must listen to your Soul’s Guidance to complete the
ending of the sentence.  Write the ending on the blank
line.  This sentence is your ‘mantra’ for the day.

Note: The sentence should be positive and uplifting. If something pops 
in your head and it is not empowering, it is a fear, resistance, or what
stops you 
from living the life of your dreams surfacing. Acknowledge the thought 
smile, and imagine it bursting into a firework over your head. Now, take
another breath and state the sentence again and listen for your Soul’s
Guidance to complete it. If you don’t understand it, that’s ok, write it down
anyway. (It often becomes clear over the day.)  
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Once you have completed your sentence, take your
Angel Card and FEEL what it feels like to BE that. If
you chose Creativity, feel what it feels like to be
creativity. Where do you feel it in your body? Expand
that feeling and from that place, take another deep
breath and ask your Soul’s Guidane what
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Go to Pages 7-10 to the Tally section and put a tally for
each of the cards you drew.
After each 25 days, go to the Tally page 11 to find your
Business Chakra, Being and Energy Themes. The
Themes are the one that show up most often.
Decoding them helps you find the messages for you to
take deeper action, balance and meditate on.
Continuing Playing for 100 Days. As Miracles start to
show up in your business, use the Miracle Tracker on
Page 14 to remind yourself how things are shifting by
staying in your “Soul’s Guidance Zone”!

the key actions are for today. Fill in 1-3 actions for today.
Write your actions also on your working calendar. Carry
your journal card with you as a reminder. If you are
participating in the online community or have an
accountability partner, take a picture the card and post or
send.
Note: The Key Action items are not ‘shoulds’ they are ‘get-tos’. If what you
wrote down feels like a ‘should’ and not and ‘I get to’, remove it listen for
another action. This game is designed to transform your life and business
toward joy and doing the things that are aligned with your purpose.
Although actions may show up that scare you a bit, they should feel light
and empowering.
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Taking the Game to the Next Level:
After the 100 days, you can look at your themes and
pull those cards out of the decks and only play with
those cards.  You will get very focused results from
this daily practice. The more you play the game, the
faster you will see your business grow and be
profitable.
To learn more about the Angel, Peacock & Butterfly
archetypes, go to 100DaysofMiracles.com There is
support, courses and get the free ebook!
To get more deeply into your Soul’s Guidance, you can
join the community, take courses, or grow your
business by becoming a licensed Facilitator.



Networking & Partnerships: Your connection and
attraction of the people who will (1) support you and (2)
buy from you. 

Action Plan & Execution: This is your organization and 
confidence to take action on a daily basis to make your 
business grow. 

These Definitions are to clarify what each of the Business
Chakra cards mean. If you are unsure of the meaning of a
card draw, use the definition that is most uplifting.

Money Management, Finances & Magnetism: How you
manage your money and finances, how easily money flows
to you and your mindset around receiving money.

Content & Product Creation: The seat of your creativity 
and power and how you authentically portray that to your 
audience.

Office Space & Systems: Your physical office, your support
team, your time usage & time management.

Purpose in the World: The main reason you are on the 
planet.

Definitions:

Chakra 3

Chakra 2

Chakra 1
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Base/Root Located at the base of your spine

Sacral, located in the middle of your belly

Solar Plexus, located behind your belly button
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Sales Process: Speaking your truth, being clear and
effective in your sales activities.

Product Delivery: You under-promise and over-deliver. 
Clients are delighted when they work with you and
refer you.

Business Evaluation & Future Planning: Wisdom to make
good decisions. Regular evaluation of your business
practices and systems; taking time to create a long-term
vision of your business.

Personal Development: You make time for consistent and
profound development that keeps you at the top of your  
personal & professional game.

Marketing Heartline (Pipeline or Funnel): The system you
u se to attract clients, touch their hearts and engage them
with your packages and products.

Image in Website, Print, Content & Social Media: Your 
image; how you show up authentically and confidently in 
print and live events.

Working Business Plan: Purpose-driven business; you know
clearly what to do each day because your Soul plan is clear.

Soul Guidance & Universe Support: Connecting regularly 
to Soul’s Guidance and receiving of miracles; miracles and 
serendipities happen often.

Chakra 6

Chakra 4

Chakra 5

Chakra 7
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Heart, located in the center of your heart

Throat, located in  the center of your throat

3rd Eye, located between your eyebrows

Crown, located on the top your head



Days
1-25

Days
26-50

Days
51-75

Days
76-100

Days
1-25

Days
26-50

Days
51-75

Days
76-100
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Tally Sheet
Angel Cards

Angel: Belief

Angel: Clarity

Angel: Gratitude

Angel: Peace

Angel: Strategy

Angel: Truth

Angel: Wisdom

Peacock: Courage

Peacock: Energy

Peacock: Generosity

Peacock: Honesty

Peacock: Kindness

Peacock: Confidence

Peacock: Service

Butterfly: Abundance

Butterfly: Community

Butterfly: Creativity

Butterfly: Joy

Butterfly: Love

Butterfly: Mercy

Butterfly: Understanding
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Days
1-25

Days
26-50

Days
51-75

Days
76-100

Days
1-25

Days
26-50

Days
51-75

Days
76-100
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Tally Sheet
Peacock Cards

Angel: Being

Angel: Envisioning

Angel: Learning

Angel: Planning

Peacock: 
Communicating

Peacock: 
Completing

Peacock: Creating

Peacock: Doing

Butterfly:
Collaborating

Butterfly: Enjoying

Butterfly: Enrolling

Butterfly: Having
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Tally Sheets

1: Office Space & Systems

1: Purpose in the World

2: Money Mgmt, Finance Magnetism

2: Content & Product Creation

3: Networking & Partnerships

3: Action Plan & Execution

4: Marketing Heartline

4: Image in Website, Etc

5: Sales Process

5: Product Delivery

6: Business Eval., & Planning

6: Personal Development

7: Working Business Plan

7: Soul Guidance & Support

Each day, tally the cards that you drew below:

Days 1-25
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Days 26-50 Days 51-75

Tally Sheet
Butterfly Cards

Days 76 - 100



Tally 
Themes

Days
1-25

Days
26-50

Angel
Cards

Peacock 
Cards:

Butterfly
Cards:

Purpose:

Action:

Chakra: APB:                      

                          Ask your Soul’s Guidance, What is the 
Purpose & Highest Action based on the cards I drew?

What showed up the most in each card?

Days 26-50: 
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Themes &Themes &  
Decoding Your GameDecoding Your Game

Days 1-25:                      Ask your Soul’s Guidance, What is the 
Purpose & Highest Action based on the cards I drew?

Purpose:

Action:

Chakra: APB:                      
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Tally 
Themes

Days
51-75

Days
76-100

                     Ask your Soul’s Guidance, What is the 
Purpose & Highest Action based on the cards I drew?
Days 51-75: 

                         Ask your Soul’s Guidance, What is the 
Purpose & Highest Action based on the cards I drew?
Days: 76-100: 

In addition to seeing which cards you drew the most, you can discover
many other things by ‘decoding’ the bigger themes.  Fill in the cards
that you drew the most. If there is a tie, ask your Soul’s Guidance
which one to pick.  You can have 1 or 2 in each section. Then ask your
Soul’s Guidance for the Purpose and Key Actions for the next 25 days
based on those cards. Next go to the Butterfly tally page and see which
Chakra section has the most tallies and write that next to Chakra and
do the same for the total sections of the Angel and Peacock cards. The
discoveries you get from this are explained in the e-book. Find it and
decoding demos at 100daysofmiracles.com. 
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Purpose:

Action:

Chakra: APB:                      

Purpose:

Action:

Chakra: APB:                      



The words that popped in my head don’t make
any sense to me. What does that mean?

No worries, stop thinking and start listening. Your intuition
and Soul’s Guidance will fill in the blank for you. Practice
meditation, or listen to your breathing and ask again.

Sometimes our Soul’s Guidance speaks to us in pictures or 
metaphors. Write down (or draw a picture) what you see or hear,and often it will make sense later in the day, or after dreaming atnight.

I forgot to do it for a couple of days. Is that a problem?

Ask for guidance today. Sometimes you will, sometimes

you won’t. Work on what you are to do today. Let go of

what you did not do yesterday.

It’s ok! Everything happens at the perfect speed. That’s

true timing. You can speed it up by adding another draw

during the days, or just pick up where you left off.

What if I can’t think of anything to end
the sentence or action steps?

What time should I play the game?

What if I draw the same card over and over?

I didn’t do the Key Actions for the Day yesterday.
I didn’t do the Key Actions for the Day yesterday.

Should I do them today?Should I do them today?

The best time is first thing in the morning, or last thing in

the evening, but anytime will do! You can’t do it wrong.

These may be “Themes” or areas that need development or

balancing. Use the Tally sheets to locate these areas.

How often can I play the game?Play at least once a day. You can play 3-4 times each day forincreased clarity and speed in manifestation and miracles.

FAQs
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Miracle Tracker
While you pay the game, you will start to notice things
shifting in you and your business.  Synchronicities
might happen, the actions you took produced awesome
results, a client calls unexpectedly and hires you, you
get asked to speak at a great conference and on and on!  
Everything that happens while you are playing the
game you can claim in your Miracle Tracker!

Use this page to record them:
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          Date: 
What Happened:

          Date: 
What Happened:           Date: 

What Happened:

          Date: 
What Happened:

          Date: 
What Happened:

          Date: 
What Happened:



100DaysofMiracles.com

Miracles

I wish for you 
               Fun
           Love 
              Money
        Fulfillment  
              Success
            Joy 
            Alignment
      Connection
          Collaboration
       Friendship 
              Peace
and a Great Hair Day! 

Copyright © 2016-2023 daje2, llc and  Jean Berry
All rights reserved. This game, booklet and cards or any portion thereof
may not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the

express written permission of Jean Berry and daje2 publishing.


